
Medical and Dental Departments

Medical and Dental Staffs

I must not say, I cannot tell of all that I have seen,
Of cuts and spots and lumps that swell and runs that Jack has been.
If you had seen the queue each day of sailors waiting still,
They come to loaf in our Sick Bay, but say that they are ill.
Let others learn who may this read, Chief, Doc or S.B.A.,
Jack cares not for your kindly deed, but what you have to say.

The Sick Bay has played the role of a busy General Practice and, when
required, that of a major casualty unit.

We have been fortunate that the health of the Ship's Company has
remained excellent throughout the commission at sea, and the majority
of illness has occurred during leave, so the sick on Shore department has
had bouts of feverish activity when in the vicinity of the United Kingdom!

In hot climates, "Send him to the Sick Bay," is the safety valve of all
departments when the unusual happens, so, when operating in the most

trying conditions our work is increased, and even when we, too, have
been suffering, the Staff have always given the most loyal support to the
ship and the Medical Officers, and with cheerful words of encouragement
have helped all who have appealed for sympathy and aid.

Of the ship's Dental Department it may truly be said that you have
never seen anything like it. By this, I hasten to explain, I mean that
VICTORIOUS is the first of our aircraft carriers to be equipped with
two dental surgeries and to carry two dental officers.

This has proved to be a decided advantage in the aim of making the
ship's company dentally fit and in keeping them so. Also, from the
patients' point of view, it offers the additional opportunity of a second
opinion when faced with the classic problem of "Take it or Leave it"; that
is "To extract or not to extract the tooth, if that is the question." The
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primary aim -of dental treatment is in conservative measures, and at the
time of going to press the Toothies' score for the commission stood at
5,508 fillings and 339 extractions.

During our time in the Persian Gulf the Dental Department with its
air-conditioning proved a comparatively popular spot to take a seat and
pass the time of day in one of the few parts of the ship that could claim
that, "It's cooler inside." The Regulating Office reported that they
even had "volunteers" offering to assist in the cleaning chores in the
coolth of the dental surgeries after working hours.

In No. 1 surgery, Surg. Lt. (D) Kemp and L.S.B.A. Riley have, from
time to time, offered their patients the added attraction of "music whilst
you are worked upon" from disc and tape, and occasionally, weather
conditions permitting, the unexpected sound of a waterfall with real water,
too, as the drip tray of the air-conditioner would overflow without warning
in consequence of a particularly skittish roll of the ship. The sounds of
music, coupled with the delicious aromas of coffee or hot chocolate which
seeped out into the passage outside the surgery twice daily, are rumoured
to have caused some of the more optimistic of the newly joined ratings
to knock upon the door, thinking that perhaps Their Lordships were now
installing Espresso Bars in H.M. ships as part of the "New Look", but
only to discover that whilst the music was to soothe the patient, the
refreshments were for the benefit of the hard-working members of the
department and to sustain them in their efforts. By way of contrast,
Surgeon Commander (D) Wray and P.O.S.B.A. Lowry in No. 2 surgery,
offered a quieter and perhaps more softly lighted background for those

who had perchance had a surfeit of the bright lights and the music ashore
the previous night, and were in need of restorative dental treatment in
consequence. Both dental officers and their staff developed conditioned
reflexes which enabled them to pause momentarily when the steam
catapult's jolt at the end of its run would shake their surgeries.

However, whatever your temperament for background noises, the aim
of the Dental Department has been to enable you to face life with a
smile, to brighten it as the ship approached Portsmouth and, if need be,
even to restore it to those who in the hazard of their passage, or in simple
error, have bit the dust, or who have had the misfortune in their travels
to come across one who, taking exception to their cheerfulness, were
unkind enough to proceed to wipe that smile from their faces.

Photographic Section

This is the Photographic Section to whom the Editor is indebted for most
of the photographs in this book. Obviously it was a pleasure to work
with them !
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Church Notes

In 1948, after "voluntary church" had reduced attendance at Sunday
worship to a pitiful dozen or so we re-introduced, in a ship in which I
was then serving, the principles of Rory O'Connor's, "Running a Big
Ship on the Ten Commandments". It meant, among other things, that
although provision was made for those who had scruples about attending
church, the vast majority of the Ship's Company said their prayers
together on a Sunday morning. "We're glad to be back at Church," said
the President of the E.R.A.'s mess to me after some weeks of the new
routine, "We feel that we can come now that it's compulsory." Is it too
much to think that perhaps the same sentiment is true of our own Sunday
routine: Prayers at General Assembly?

Not only has this provided the opportunity for prayers but, by gathering
us together to this one end, it has symbolised our unity of purpose. In a
ship as potentially divided as a carrier it is through such a symbol that
our religion can make a significant contribution. We belittle it if we limit
its interests to Church-going or private morality; it is, on the contrary,
concerned with the whole context within which our life is lived. This we
tried to demonstrate in the order of our Commissioning Ceremony and
to extend throughout the commission by holding prayers at the beginning

of each day (either on the Quarter Deck or in the Chapel) and at the end
(Round Up). The Chaplain has regarded the privilege of editing
VICNEWS, and of becoming involved in the personal problems of so
many lives, as an act of service of this ideal. All in all we have aimed to
show that it is "under the good Providence of God" that this unit of the
Fleet exists to serve our Queen and Country.

Practical charity has also found a ready expression in our corporate
life. The Shipwrights gave much appreciated service to the Cheshire
Home at Changi; at the other end of the scale the Welfare Committee
gave a tithe of its income to the many deserving causes which have appealed
for help. At Christmas both years we have given by private subscription
over £100 to each of the three Portsmouth orphanages and we raised over
£500 for the Parker/Ellis Fund. It is what a man does about his religion
that shews what he believes!

Confirmation candidates have been presented to the bishops of Ports-
mouth and Singapore. His Grace, the Archbishop of Cape Town,
honoured us with his presence and a sermon. Communicants have
averaged between 20 to 30 on Sundays and two to five on weekdays.
The Bible Reading Fellowship has held weekly meetings and the Chapel
has been well used for private prayer.

It is to be hoped that it all adds up to a clearer vision of perhaps a
bigger God and an intention to have our lives fulfilled by His love in
greater service.

The Roman Catholics
For a Catholic serving in one of Her Majesty's Ships, it is a rare privilege
to have an R.C. Chaplain onboard. We, in VICTORIOUS, have been
very fortunate to have the ministrations of our religion at all times. Father
Hodson has been Chaplain and friend to all of us during the Far East leg
of the commission.

Our numbers were such that the Chapel was an ideal size, but when the
hot weather came we moved to No. 2 Briefing Room which proved a
highly satisfactory substitute while in the tropics. The Air Department
have been kind to us in this respect.

At Cape Town we attended Mass at the Cathedral which was one place
where apartheid did not operate and thus presented a striking contrast to
the environment in the streets. We were received by the Archbishop who
welcomed us most cordially.

During our visit to Mombasa some of us were able to meet Missionaries
from homes which enabled us to get some idea of their life and work in
outlying places. This again was something not to be missed.

In general, this commission has given us the opportunity of seeing and
meeting Catholics from many places. This brought home rather forcefully
how the bond of a common religion can help to overcome racial difficulties
and enrich one's experience.
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Our Chinese Shipmates The tailors, a firm of four men run by Lau Kan Pui, joined the ship in
August 1960 and took up temporary position in a small cabin flat until
the forward pocket of the dining hall became available. This small staff
set to work in very limited space and produced white uniforms by the
dozen. Soon the buzz got around and many orders were placed for
civilian and uniform suits. Eventually the forward pocket of the dining
hall was converted into a tailors' shop and the port catapult machinery
space into a cobblers' shop in preparation for the expected arrival of the
shoe-makers. While at Singapore the staff was increased to 12 tailors,
and four cobblers joined to start the shoe-making firm. The Officers and
Ship's Company were soon enjoying the luxury of light-weight suits and
made-to-measure shoes as well as repairs at reasonable prices.

The Kuwait diversion was hard on the Chinese, as stocks were running
low with no apparent hope of replenishment, although the Victualling
and Naval Stores made small supplies of leather available. Despite the
disappointment of deferred family reunions they remained cheerful and
continued to give as good a service as their limited stocks would allow.
Our eventual visit to Hong Kong saw many changes in staff, and stocks
were brought up to full capacity. We left Hong Kong with a slightly
reduced firm but most orders had been fulfilled and everyone onboard
was well satisfied. They have continued to give good service and as a final
gesture Mr. Lau has presented a paying-off pendant to the ship.

It was one day in September 1960 at Portsmouth that a lorry drew up
alongside and out stepped 21 Chinese complete with sheet-wrapped
bundles of personal belongings, rattan baskets, sacks of starch, bags of
washing powder, coat hangers and numerous odds and ends—the Chinese
Laundry under the management of Keung She Ching had joined!

Routines and price lists were promulgated throughout the ship and
after a few days of re-siting machinery and stripping down this and that,
the crew were bedded in and the laundry became a going concern. It
rapidly became popular with its efficient 24-hour service and cheap prices,
and there was a constant flow of sailors depositing bundles in the laundry
flat. With the advent of white suits the firm became absolutely indispensable
and only by long hours of work from 6 in the morning until 11 at night
were they still able to maintain their 24-hour service.

They, too, were affected by the Kuwait diversion but in a different way
from the tailors and cobblers. Temperatures in the laundry became
unbearable and dhobey had to be restricted, but still, in spite of sickness,
they were able to give us a service for essentials.

Now that the commission is over, we wish all the Chinese the very best
of luck for the future and we are confident that their next ship will be as
well served as we were.
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Athletics

L. to R. Back Row: A.B. Walsh, Docherty, L.Sea. Hall, P.O. Jones,
L.R.E.M. Smart, N.A. Gabbett, R.E.M. Cramer, Cpl. Green, N.A. Cordner,
Lt. Shard, Lt. Stokes, Stwd. Blackmore.
L. to R. Front Row: L.E.M. Francis, Stwd. BergfeId,  R.E.M. Burns, L.Stwd.
Weatherall, S.Lt. Watts (Captain and Secretary), N.A. Robinson, P.O.M.E.
Pask, Glazebrook, E.A. Scoothern.

A Ship's Families Sports Day was held in August 1960 before the
Squadrons or much of our later talent had joined. It was won by the Air
Division but the level of performances was generally below average.

With the commission in full swing a strong team was formed, including
four to R.N. standards and several more Command representatives, and
we enjoyed a number of interesting contests.

At Greenpoint Stadium, Cape Town, VICTORIOUS took first place
in all but one of the track events but won none of the field events. N.A.
Gabbett won both the 100 and 220 yards and was second in the high jump.
E.M. Whitworth won the mile and 3 miles, while L.Stwd. Weatherall
was first in the 880 and second in the mile. Also outstanding was L.E.M.
Francis' discus throw of 111 feet.

In June at R.A.F. Tengah, Singapore, the opposition was very strong,
being virtually the R.A.F.-in-Singapore team. Once again Gabbett won
the sprint double and came second in the high jump. Whitworth won
the 3 miles in 16 minutes 54 seconds, with L.R.E.M. Smart a close second,
while R.E.A. Docherty came second in the 880 yards.

Two days later at the Naval Base we beat teams from the Royal Malayan
Navy and H.M.S. TERROR. As expected, the R.M.N. coloured runners

were brilliant over the short distances. Despite this Gabbett won the
220 yards in 23.6 seconds and came second in the 100 yards with 10.1
seconds, while Docherty was second in the 440. Gabbett also won the
high jump. Other first places were won by Weatherall (½-mile and 1 mile),
Lt. Tuck (pole vault), S.Lt. Watts (hammer), Smart (3 miles), Francis
(shot) and N.A. Cordner (discus).

Then at the Mombasa District Championships in August, ten
"Victorious" athletes took part in 13 events, winning a total of seven prizes.
The standard of the meeting was very high, especially in the short distance
races, the discus and javelin, which were all won by performances on a par
with British Championships. Our athletes were greatly encouraged by the
reception given to them by the spectators who singled out any "Victorious"
competitor for special applause.

Finally in September we arrived back from Kuwait too late to submit
any entries for the Combined Services versus Singapore A.A.A. However,
L.Stwd. Weatherall, L.R.E.M. Bruce and R.E.A. Docherty were invited
to enter for the 1500 metres, 800 metres and 400 metres hurdles to complete
the team. They by no means disgraced us, coming 3rd, 4th and 5th
respectively.

Prizewinners at Mombasa
L. to R. Lt. Tuck, E. M. Whitworth, S.Lt. Watts, L.Stwd. Weatherall,

N. A. Cordner.
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Cricket

1st XI
L. to R. Back Row: P.O. Akam, L.Sea. Barharini, C.Y. Phelps, L.Sea.
Peatty, L.Sea. May (Umpire), N.A. Huskinson, S.Lt. Haslar, Lt.Cdr.
Dawes.

L. to R. Front Row: L.Ck. Bridges, Surg.Lt. Hampton, S.Lt. Black,
Lt. Pearson (Captain), Surg.Lt. Whitrow, Lt. Wilkinson, Lt. Moland
(Secretary).

As the commission started in August 1960, the VICTORIOUS XI had
just reached the final of the Portsmouth Command Knock-out Com-
petition, mainly by bowling out their opponents for very small scores.
The final was played on H.M.S. DRYAD'S GROUND on September 13th
against H.M.S. ARIEL. The match was limited to 24 overs batting each,
he wicket was damp and the bowlers generally on top, and when stumps

were drawn we had nine wickets down and still needed nine runs to
overhaul our opponents' total.

In spite of the wonderful hospitality, cricket was very much to the fore
in Capetown. Altogether four matches were played, though perhaps the
hospitality had the last say because none of them were won. The highlight
was, of course, the match at Newlands, and the eleven lucky members of
the team will long remember their day in the sun on this famous Test
Match arena.

The next port of call was Aden, and in blazing sun three games were
played in the three available playing days. Our arrival in Singapore on
March 29th heralded our entry into the Far East Fleet, and it was not long
before the Far East Cricket Cup was ours. In the last outing before
sailing for the Persian Gulf in June a challenge from BULWARK was
successfully repelled.

In normal times we could have expected stout cricket opposition from
the Oil Company teams whilst in the Gulf, but operations kept us far at
sea, and it was not until we reached the cool of Mombasa in August that
cricket was possible once more. Two games were played, the first on a
Wednesday afternoon against a Sports Club XI, ending in a win for
VICTORIOUS by six wickets. The second, a whole day game played on
Sunday against a Combined Sports Club-Police XI, produced a most
exciting result and a wonderful game of cricket. Our opponents batted first
and in the two hours before lunch scored 152 for five wickets. Lunch,
however, seemed to rejuvenate our bowlers and in an hour's play after-
wards the remaining five wickets fell for the addition of only 47 runs.
Two hundred runs to win in 150 minutes was our target and the opening
batsmen took the score to 46. At tea, with 100 minutes remaining, the total
was 49 for the loss of one wicket. For some time after the resumption runs
were hard to get against a very steady attack, but after the loss of the
second wicket at 90 an amazing transformation came over the game. The
hundred was reached just after five o'clock, and the winning run was made
just before a quarter to six, the last 103 runs having been scored in the
incredibly short time of 45 minutes. Lieutenant Pearson made an excellent
71 (two 6's, eight 4's), a Captain's innings in a well earned five wicket
victory.
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Hockey

AIR "B" DECK HOCKEY TEAM
Winners of the "Regatta Cock" July 31st 1961 v. "H.M.S. Centaur" in

the Persian Gulf
L. to R. .Back Row: N.A. Goody, N.A. Drury, N.A. Neville, N.A. Davies.
L. to R. Front Row: N.A. Longbone, N.A. Lister (Captain), N.A. Forbes.

We have been very lucky this commission to be able to call on so many
good hockey players. Even amongst the comings and goings of drafts,
and the attractions of "indoor sports" we have usually arranged to field a
first eleven of Command players or players of Command standard.
Besides, with no less than 45 players available to the ship's Hockey Club,
it was never difficult to turn out a second eleven of keen and useful players,
and even a third eleven at times. At Hong Kong the 1 st XI forward line
consisted of five players who have played for the R.N.

The great thing about playing hockey in the Navy is that the game can
be played practically anywhere and in any season, and even in a commis-
sion remarkable for its length of sea time we were able to get enough
games to keep in trim. At sea, too, there is always Deck Hockey to keep
the players fit. For the last monsoon week in Singapore we switched to
Duck Hockey!

1st XI
L. to R. Back Row: Lt. Wilkinson, Lt.Cdr. Dawson, Lt. Jones (Umpire),
C.P.O. Akam, N.A. Fox.
L. to R. Front Row: S.Lt. Black, P.O.M.E. Phillips, Lt. Pearson (Secretary),
Lt. Middleton (Captain), Lt. Read, E.A. Laurie, C.P.O. Hector.

Apart from Portsmouth, games were played on the hard grounds of
Gibraltar, Malta and Aden, the sands of Singapore and the grass of
Mombasa and Hong Kong. Sikhs, Goanese, Indians, Malays, Maltese and
Arabs, "Pongoes and Crabs" and "Bootnecks" made up a cosmopolitan
opposition.

There were only two unavenged defeats—at the hands of Combined
Services, Gibraltar, and the skilful Goanese at Mombasa. The greatest
success was the victory over the Army Representative side in Hong Kong
(3-2) on Sunday, 22nd October. They had been unbeaten and headed the
local league. Other highlights were the winning of the Fleet Six-a-side
Tournament in Singapore on 3rd April, and the matches which won,
held, lost and finally regained the Far East Hockey Trophy against
BELFAST, BULWARK and the 42 Commando.
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Soccer

1st XI
L. to R. Back Row: R.E.M. Swend P.O.EI. Matthews, A.B. Hughes,
C.Y. Phelps, A.B. Broadhurst, P.O.A.F. Downing, L.Stwd. Weatherall,
L. Sea. Jones (Referee).
L. to R. Front Row: N.A. Lister, S.A. Connelly, Mech. Unsworth (Captain),
Lt. Middleton (Secretary/Referee), Mech. Page (Referee), M.(E.) Randle,
P.O. Bayley.

After a period of trial and error to find the best combinations, our first
real test came at Naples against the Italian Navy. This was one of the
best games we played, as the quality of the opposition was extremely high
and the speed at which the match was played was almost unbelievable.
At 2-1 against it was a proud defeat, in which Broadhurst emerged as the
hero in goal. Many of the others played themselves into the ground and
can look back on their performances with pride.

More games followed at Gibraltar, Cape Town, Aden and Singapore,
but space will not allow a description them all. At Mombasa we
encountered the local Sports Club and came away with one win each.
Our final match there against the local F.A. was worth the effort despite
the 4-0 defeat at the hands of the black (bootless) and white combination,

who were always yards faster and better shots. Once again Broadhurst
excelled in goal.

Then in Hong Kong, with three 1st XI matches specially asked for, the
team was able to play against the style of football which has made the
Colony team one of the best in the world as amateurs. All the games were
good ones and despite injuries the two defeats by the South China and
Police Clubs were worthy efforts. A resounding 6-0 win against the Club
was a tonic. Hong Kong offered the chance of playing on some very good
pitches, which players enjoyed, including one under lights.

Subic Bay, by contrast, turned out to be our most amusing match of the
commission, on a pitch (so called) with odd markings and tubular portable
goals with steel wire mesh nets, against opposition who were keen, and
wore basketball rig!

Our record is not too impressive on paper, but it can be fairly said that
we have on many occasions faced opposition very much stronger than
ourselves, and yet the team has always done well, both as sportsmen and
footballers.

P. W. D. L. F. A.
1st XI 31 15 2 14 81 79
2nd XI 17 10 1 6 60 33
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Boxing

L. to R. Back Row: N.A. Wadey, O.S. Linahan, L.M.E. Morgan, Stwd.
McCarrol, L.M.E. Parr, N.A. Goody, E.M. Lehane.
L. to R. Front Row : E.M. Stubbs, L.A. Hornsey  P.O.R.El. Mills,
C.R.El. Clafton, N.A. Brawn, L.P.M. Dryden.

The Home Fleet boxing ring which was lying unused in Portsmouth
barracks was borrowed for the commission, and a team formed in. October
1960. Training began almost immediately under the tutelage of Petty
Officer Mills, a former I.S.B.A. Champion, and continued with great
enthusiasm for the whole of the commission, in spite of periods when
conditions were anything but encouraging. Superior fitness and coaching
were very much in evidence in the first match against ARK ROYAL in
the Mediterranean, where VICTORIOUS won handsomely.

In the New Year at Gibraltar, the Prince of Wales' Regiment gave
VICTORIOUS an Invitation match in the Garrison Gymnasium. The
result was a win for the Army, a good evening's entertainment and a fine
exhibition bout by L.P.M. Dryden.

At Cape Town a combined team formed from the South African Navy
at Simonstown and VICTORIOUS had a match in the Central Hall with
the Woodstock Youth League. Much to the surprise of the League our
team was too much for them and the Navy won for the first time since 1947.

At Singapore we were just in time for the Far East Championships
which were held at the Royal Malayan Navy Barracks. We were not
able to enter a full team as we did not have many of the lower weight

Looking down on a sport looking up—November 1960

"And even the officers took part"—S.Lt. Porter, (Left)
boxers, and anyway we didn't know the standard of boxing and were
scarcely acclimatised. In the event we did quite well and three boxers
got through to the Inter-Service Championships.

Some time later a match was arranged at Mombasa with the East Coast
Province A.B.A., a very keen and enthusiastic club. Matching was
difficult in the weight divisions and VICTORIOUS invited other ships
present to form a combined team. This produced only three mediocre
boxers of little experience but, nevertheless a very good match was made.
We lost by a narrow margin but the standard was very high.

A very entertaining and instructive exhibition of the "Do's and Don'ts"
of boxing was given at some of the tournaments by Petty Officer Mills and
L.P.M. Dryden, and was always well received.
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